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molluscan movements (digital photo; peter ward 2010) 

 



transition FALMOUTH 
 

On Wednesday evening a few of us went along to the Transition Town Falmouth gathering at the Star and 
Garter to initiate some form of contact with community groups outside of the university, to offer our ‘services’ 

and to make others aware that there is a body of students interested in participating in environmental and 
ecological community actions. Transition Falmouth (www.transitionfalmouth.org.uk) has been established since 
2007 and is well connected to other community action groups such as the LETS scheme, the CREDIT UNION and 
COMMUNITY ALIVE FALMOUTH (www.falmouthalive.org.uk) and is officially represented within the town council, 

organising regular events which we are very welcome to participate in and contribute to.  
Any ideas for future events would be most gratefully received at info@transitionfalmouth.org.uk.  

 

 
driving range, westward ho! 1 (digital photo; 2010) 

 

SKYPE 
 

A suggestion was recently made for us to share SKYPE addresses to facilitate the possibility of group 
communication and video conferences, and so that we may continue to confound our brains with technology 

out of school hours and have a good nose inside each others homes!? If this is a majority request I guess a trail 
of emails is the way forward… 

 

REQUEST 4 contributions II 
 

After last week’s plea for word/image contributions from you all toward the ash tree some interest has been 
shown, but mixed with trepidation and a sense of loss for subject matter. My request was partly a many-edged 

sword (ha ha!) – on the one hand to stop me blathering thee with my own much-opinionated text and images, 
to offer the opportunity to share our thoughts and feelings about the course and its content in a contextually 
and ‘archivally’ constructive way, to maybe allow us all an informal opportunity to explore and play with the 

mediums of text and image to record any relevant activities, and also to offer an opportunity to learn 
something about each other and what we are doing and have done in the past – despite accepting Daro’s 

initial ‘amnesty on knowledge’ it would be great to know what each other has done in the past and what we 
are doing now, so that we at least have the opportunity of sharing practical knowledge and utilising the 
combined skill pool of the group. For example, I would love to know about James’ Chelsea Flower Show 

experiences, Sonia’s Cardboard Tree Exhibition in the New Forest at Christmas and the logistical difficulties of 
moving and installing the sculptural piece, for John to tell us about the ART/SCIENCE conferences he is 

organising with author Mark Cocker (Crow Country), to hear more about Francesca’s journey and experiences 
in India and Laos earlier in the year, for Jan to tell us about working for Oxfam and the experiences and 

experience this brought and just what is ‘conceptual photography’ Saff? 
 

We are indeed a fascinating and divergently experienced group; hopefully we will have the opportunity, 
whether it is in the pages of the ash tree or not, to share and celebrate our diversity before too long. Maybe it 

would also be opportune for us to have a CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP, so that we may explore our 
individually latent verbal potential and to gain a greater degree of literary confidence before beginning to 
embark on the written aspect of the MA. I am aware that this aspect of our creative path is one that fills the 

majority of us with a degree of anxiety, but am sure that a few simple and appropriately supportive exercises 
would allow us the degree of freedom needed to enable us to at least get started.  

 

!"# MIDWINTER celebratory meal? 
 

It has been suggested that we have a group meal to celebrate the end of term, and our utter excellence as 
human beings, at the Provedore (www.provedore.co.uk for menu, or another restaurant – any suggestions?) 

on either Wednesday 8th or Thursday 9th December – I guess we should start to discuss this so that we can book 
enough space for us all (Daro, Robin, Natalia etc included – maybe a hall would be more appropriate,  

or even a soup kitchen??!!)  

 



ECO-BOOOS & eco-snoooz… 
 

 
 

As some of us caught up on some well-deserved sleep, and poor young Ben barrelled along his monotonous 
and merit-ably corporate monologue in the artificially breathless and uncomfortably overheated conference 

room, others had time to reflect on the ‘coursely antithecal’ nature of this well publicised and dubiously named 
eco-project.  

 
How kindly and level tempered we remained in the drowsy aura of eco-jargon fuelled pubic presentation – if 

we had a list of contemporary business catch phrases it would indeed have been full many times over. And as 
Tom so patiently and precisely pointed out to our host, how can any contemporary business or development 
project be realistically based on the popular vision of sustainable growth in an age when economic growth is 

no longer materially sustainable! As I am sure we are also all aware how can any growth be ‘organic’, and 
hence sustainable, when it does not start from the ground up – real development and growth following natural 

opportunities appropriate to the specific conditions and needs of an environment and not in line with the 
imposition of an intellectually holistic model for profit and political convenience. 

 
As Daro and Sue have pointed out, despite such fundamentally undermining criticisms of concept and 

corporate communication, the models presented for energy efficient housing and green-space, bio-diverse 
and socially conscious orientated housing development and communication infra-structure, may indeed 

inspire some interest and ecological relevance. Let us hope, for the sake of the local community and 
economy, and for young Ben’s career prospects, that such a large, expensive and potentially futile 

experiment, will indeed lead to some sense of material and vocational security within Cornwall and not just 
another ill-informed and capitally deluded learning experience. 

      

 
sustainable eco-homes for all?! (digital photo; peter ward 2010) 



 
ocean II (earth pigments on paper; peter ward 2010) 

 

Artful ACADEMIA 
 

In response to Sara’s recent discussions and article about the nature and structure of academic papers, such 
as the 5000 word dissertation that we shall be writing as part of our final MA presentation, I would like to raise 
some questions regarding the artistic and social relevance of such documents and the means by which we 

may use them as vehicles to communicate our most intimate intellectual aspirations and ideologies. 
 

In so much as I can intellectually understand the practical value and purpose of the academic structures and 
time-management models brought forward in the module my initial gut reaction is to tear them all down, to 

rent them asunder, to critically question their necessity and to abhor the intellectually elitist limitations that they 
impose upon the socially determined literally and educationally deprived and inept members of society! For 

me, they can represent the antithesis of the fluid and energetic nature of creativity, the boundless beauty and 
wonder of life that I wish to represent. I am filled with utter frustration that ‘substantiated academics’ are 

credited with more value within society than that given to people speaking from their hearts on the basis of 
hard-earned experiential wisdom, collated through intuitive, non-linear, indigenous intelligence. Academia 

can embody the quasi-imperial attitudes of domination over Native Peoples, the not-listening to children, and 
the negation of woman-wisdom, but then hopefully times are in fact a-changing... 



 
rhythm of constraint (earth pigments + sticky dots on paper; peter ward 2010) 

 
While it is now permitted to refer to the wisdom of Tribal People in academic research, such as in that of David 

Bohm and F. David Peat, I still find some contradiction between the inherently hierarchical nature of work 
based on ‘objective’ reasoning and the chaotically intuitive, subjective and emotive ideologies that 

contemporary theoretical study purport to promote – how can we ‘realistically’ express one thing through the 
medium of the other? Just as Science no longer admits to an attitude of absolute truth, so maybe the 

challenge of our artistic academic position is the potential for a profound interplay, a chance to create a 
‘commonality’, somewhere between objectivity and subjectivity, that is an essence of, and a product of, a 

particular time in space, historically, socially and intellectually, visually and emotionally – a statement that 
everything is a product of its ecological context.  

 
It has been noted through conversation and discussion that ‘popular’ science writers are dismissed and 

ridiculed within academic society because of their desire to communicate and educate and hence offer 
opportunities for personal empowerment to the masses. Likewise artists, such as Andy Goldsworthy, who create 

‘accessible’ work and become popular, are also belittled by the academic intelligentsia of their discipline. 
However, as long as the work produced does not ‘dumb-down’ for the sake of its communicative or political 

ends, then surely it is in fact something far greater and more successful than mere academic intellectualisation 
‘for-the-boys’. 

 
Structure does of course allow for the communication and conveyance of ideas and references to other 

references and ideas. Indeed, without pages and a spine what would a book be and where might words go? 
Without canvas and a frame where could paint be applied in such frenzy of spiritual concoction and 

expression? And without bones where would we hang our flesh?! Identifiable structures also allow us to 
‘objectively’ compare and assimilate relative information, however momentary that objective position may 

be, and to create linear and reflective pathways for judgement of intellectual progress and change. 
 

Academia could maybe seen as a way of archiving our intellectual and even holistic progress through the 
ages, as a means to communicate the depth and profundity of our resourcefulness and human frailty and 

imperfection. My personal bias is for knowledge to be ‘popular’, accessible and understandable, and these 
are qualities that we may justifiably determine within the context of the potentially artistically expressive 

academic paper that is an inherent part of the MA. References and bibliographies are not just ‘evidence’ of 
our research to an examiner, but also a map of our progress through our research and a guide for others who 
may share our interests. The subject that we choose is hopefully one that we wish to pursue and also one that 

we wish to communicate with others because it may be of help and interest within the broader context of 
human evolution. The structure is there as a guideline, not a hindrance and if observed and adhered to 

creatively may lead to a powerfully cohesive expression of our spiritual and emotional intentions. I personally 
believe it is important to remember that an academic paper is just as much a joyful expression of our spiritual 

manifestation on the planet, as a means by which we may communicate our specific intelligence and 
research for the benefit of all. 

    



 
 

prayer flag (digital photo; peter ward 2010) 
 
 
 

‘Work is love made visible’ from The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran  

 
 

‘The only sound enough motivation for doing anything is joy. All 
other motivations, such as guilt, compulsion, obligation and duty 
only lead us to dissatisfaction, tension and resentment. When we 
are engaged in what truly gives us joy, we lead ourselves inevitably 

to more and more challenging, powerful lives which affect more and 
more of the world.’ from AIDS Time to Reclaim Our Power by Christopher Spence 



a CONTEMPORARY QUESTION for artists… 
 

When conceiving and constructing  
a piece of art work 

how are we hoping, intending and expecting  
an audience to engage with that work  

and to what end? 
 

Or are we simply thinking  
‘wow!  

What a whacky and fantastic idea;  
and oh!  

How clever and original I am!?’ 
 

 
While such prevalently persuasive and politically motivated questions are most pertinently prominent, it is also 

most important to allow ourselves the space and inclination for wonder and personal exploration and 
development. The immanence of global economic and energetically derived material collapse may lead us 

to desperate acts of propagandist appropriation but without the reflective and meditatively orientated formal 
and ‘humourful’ processes associated with better times our art is in danger of losing its originality and cutting 

edge appeal and power. By regularly entering the creative void of our imaginations we are endeavouring to 
reach into the very source of our humanity, of our worldliness and universality. Through reinforcement of and 

familiarity with this connection we are only more likely to create work of the depth and resonance necessary 
for real and long lasting affect and change. 

 

 
217 holes (paper + polythene bags; Peter Ward 2010)        



…and finally, yer TIS, me lovelies!?! 
 

‘ere be a zumwot fizzyloffikal brain teaser fram up yon north devon way be … 

 
Q: How MANY BEANS make FIVE?  

 

 
 

       
! north devon farmers contemplating their ‘beans’ (courtesy beaford archives) 

 
 

A: one bean, two beans, a bean and a half, and half a bean! 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________  
It simply isn’t cricket, after all!       Unofficial newsletter of UCF MA Art & Environment Group         pw!20x 


